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Boundedness and decay of scalar waves
at the Cauchy horizon of the Kerr spacetime

Peter Hintz

Abstract. Adapting and extending the techniques developed in recent work with Vasy for the

study of the Cauchy horizon of cosmological spacetimes, we obtain boundedness, regularity
and decay of linear scalar waves on subextremal Reissner-Nordström and (slowly rotating) Kerr
spacetimes, without any symmetry assumptions; in particular, we provide simple microlocal
and scattering theoretic proofs of analogous results by Franzen. We show polynomial decay
of linear waves relative to a Sobolev space of order slightly above 1/2. This complements the

generic blow-up result of Luk and Oh.
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1. Introduction

We analyze regularity and decay of linear scalar waves near the Cauchy horizon of
asymptotically flat black hole spacetimes by adapting and extending microlocal and

scattering theoretic arguments used in recent work with Vasy [34] on cosmological
black hole spacetimes; in particular, this provides new and independent proofs of
boundedness and extendability results obtained by Franzen [27], see also the work
in progress [28] and the discussion below. The spacetimes we consider are Reissner-
Nordström spacetimes, i.e. non-rotating black holes, with non-zero charge, and Kerr
spacetimes, i.e. rotating black holes, with non-zero angular momentum; see Figure 1

for their Penrose diagrams. Near the region we are interested in, these spacetimes
are Lorentzian 4-manifolds with the topology x (0, oo)r x §^, equipped with a

Lorentzian metric g of signature (1,3). They have two horizons, namely the Cauchy
horizon 'CM+ at r — r\ and the event horizon M+ at r r2 > r\. In order to

quantify decay rates, we use a time function to, which is equivalent to the Boyer-
Lindquist coordinate t away from the event and Cauchy horizons, i.e. to differs from t
by a smooth function of the radial coordinate r ; and to is equivalent to the Eddington-
Finkelstein coordinate u near the Cauchy horizon, and to the Eddington-Finkelstein
coordinate v near the event horizon. (Since we are interested in the part of the
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spacetime close to CM+, the choice of to for large r is irrelevant.) We consider the

Cauchy problem for the linear wave equation with Cauchy data posed on a surface Hi
as indicated in Figure 1.

U — OO V oo

Figure 1. Left: Penrose diagram of the Reissner-Nordström spacetime, and of an a> const
slice of a Kerr spacetime with angular momentum a ^0; shown are the Cauchy horizon ~3f+
and the event horizon as well as future timelike infinity i"b. The coordinates u,v are

Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates. Right: The same Penrose diagram. The region enclosed by
the dashed lines is the domain of dependence of the Cauchy surface Hi. The dotted lines are

two level sets of the function to; the smaller one of these corresponds to a larger value of to-

In its simplest form, the main result of the paper states:

Theorem 1.1. Let g be a subextremal Reissner-Nordström or slowly rotating Kerr
metric with non-zero angular momentum. Suppose u solves the Cauchy problem for
the wave equation gu 0 with smooth compactly supported initial data. Then for
all e > 0, there exists a constant C > 0 such that

M < ct~2+e (l.i)

uniformly in r > r\.
More precisely, near C3i+, the solution u(to,r,a>) is smooth in {to,of), with

values in the Sobolev space //1/2+l1/2+e,l1°g((r1 r\ + 5)), and norm bounded

by Ctfz+e,for e,S > 0 and sufficiently small e' > 0.

Here, the Sobolev space Hi+^log(]R) consists of all u for which (%)s (log(f))^w(f)
e L2,where(f) (l + |f I2)1'2, and (1.1) follows from the second part ofthe theorem
via the Sobolev embedding //1/2+^1/2+e log^(M) L°°(M) for e' > 0.

We shall in fact prove that a bound tfa, a > 3/2, for m and its derivatives
in the exterior region implies a uniform bound for u, and its derivatives tangential

to the Cauchy horizon, by tfa+3 near the Cauchy horizon; and if Dtou and its
derivatives are bounded by tfa~1, we obtain the stronger bound f/~a+1+e near C M + \

see Theorem 2.1. The bound (1.1) is then a consequence of Price's law for scalar

waves, which gives a 3; Price's law has been proved rigorously for all subextremal
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Reissner-Nordström spacetimes and slowly rotating Kerr spacetimes by Tataru [55]
and Metcalfe, Tataru, and Tohaneanu [49]. These are in fact black box results, hence
the uniform boundedness of energy and the integrated local energy decay estimates

proved by Dafermos, Rodnianski, and Shlapentokh-Rothman [21] imply Price's law
for the full subextremal Kerr family. We also mention the work of Dafermos and

Rodnianski [19] for a proof of Price's law in a nonlinear, but spherically symmetric
setting. In order to make our arguments as simple as possible, we assume the angular
momentum to be small in a technical step in §2.4; however, a slight improvement of
the argument will likely eliminate this restriction, see Remark 2.7.

Our arguments also apply to the initial value problem with smooth, compactly
supported Cauchy data posed on a two-ended hypersurface: In this case, we obtain
uniform regularity up to the bifurcate Cauchy horizon and the bifurcation sphere.

(See e.g. [40, Figure 1].)
As a consequence of our main theorem, we recover Franzen's result on the

boundedness and C° extendibility of linear waves on Reissner-Nordström spacetimes,
and are moreover able to extend it to the case of slowly rotating Kerr spacetimes:

Theorem 1.2 (Franzen [27], and ongoing work [28]). Under the assumptions of
Theorem 1.1, u remains uniformly bounded in the black hole interior, and moreover u
extends by continuously to CM+.

We point out however that Franzen's results apply under assumptions on the

decay rate in the exterior region which are less restrictive than what we need for
our arguments; and the techniques used (based on vector field multipliers) are rather
different than the ones used in the present paper. We also remark that one can directly
infer some (weak) decay along the Cauchy horizon from her work. For the nonlinear
Einstein vacuum equations, Dafermos and Luk recently announced the C° stability
of the Cauchy horizon for perturbations of Kerr spacetimes, assuming suitable decay
rates (compatible with Price's law) of the perturbation to a Kerr spacetime in the

exterior region [17],
On the other hand, Luk and Oh prove the following blow-up result:1

Theorem 1.3 (Luk-Oh [40]). The solution to the Cauchy problem Ogu 0 fails to
be in H^oc near any point on the Cauchy horizon for generic C°° initial data with

compact support.

Our main result therefore provides a rather precise boundedness and regularity
estimates, complementing this blow-up statement. We expect that the loss in the

decay rate, mainly caused by the conversion between L2 and L°° decay rates, can be

eliminated by using more precise, L°°-type Besov spaces.
In sharp contrast to Theorem 1.3, Gajic [29], following work of Aretakis [4,5]

and using the upcoming [3], has recently shown in the case of extremal Reissner-

1 Since the appearance of the first version of the present paper, Luk and Sbierski [41] have proved a

corresponding blow-up result on Kerr spacetimes, subject to an assumption on a lower bound along the

event horizon. See also the related work by Dafermos and Shlapentokh-Rothman [22].
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Nordstrom spacetimes that u extends in past "C +; we will however not discuss

extremal black holes in the present paper.

1.1. Sketch of the proof. The presence of an asymptotically flat spatial infinity,
rather than an asymptotically hyperbolic one as in cosmological spacetimes (i.e. in the

presence of a cosmological constant A > 0), causes difficulties in the analysis of the

stationary operator g(cr) := elto<T\3ge~lt0CJ near the real axis, and specifically near

a — 0. (In fact, it is a precise analysis of the behavior of g(cr)~1 as Imc -» 0+
which is key to Tataru's proof of Price's law [55].) However, assuming suitable

decay in the exterior region, we can circumvent these difficulties. In the notation of
Theorem 1.1, we thus proceed as follows:

Step (1) (See §2.1.) We cut the solution u off at a large radius; the cut-off wave ux
solves fx, where fx e t^L00 has the same decay properties as the

original u. Translating this into L2 spacetime decay gives ux e t0 5/'2+eL2.

Step (2.1) (See §§2.2 and 2.3.) We are now free to modify the spacetime near spatial
infinity by adding a cosmological horizon, which eliminates the aforementioned low
frequency problems.

We want to use methods of microlocal analysis near the Cauchy horizon, using
the saddle point structure of the null-geodesic flow in a suitable uniform version of
phase space, called b-cotangent bundle, on the compactification of the spacetime
at to oo, in the spirit of [36, §2]; see Figures 2 and 6 below. It is then technically
very convenient to extend the spacetime and the wave equation under consideration

beyond ~M+ so that the Cauchy horizon itself lies in the interior of the domain on
which we solve the thus extended equation.

Step (2.2) We modify the spacetime beyond ÇJf+ by adding an "artificial exterior
—a

region," including an artificial horizon M ; denote the metric of the extended

spacetime by g". See Figure 2 for a Penrose diagram. (For the purpose of hiding
the possibly complicated structure of the extension, we place a complex absorbing
operator Q e *P2 behind + in the spirit of [50,59], We will drop Ö in this brief
sketch.) We can then solve the Cauchy problem for the equation ngu fx, where

we allow u a priori to have exponential growth. By uniqueness for the wave equation,
we have u ux in r > r\; the goal now is to combine this information with precise
regularity estimates for u at the Cauchy horizon to obtain uniform bounds and decay
for u, and thus for ux.

This strategy was recently implemented by Vasy and the author [34] in the

cosmological setting, i.e. for charged and/or rotating black holes in a de Sitter universe,
in order to obtain asymptotic expansions, decay and regularity results for waves near
the Cauchy horizon of cosmological spacetimes.
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Step (3) (See §2.4.) One shows next that u in fact lies in t05^2+eHN near the

Cauchy horizon for some (negative) N; furthermore, one obtains tQ5^2+e HN for
all N away from the Cauchy horizon. (We thus show using scattering theory how

polynomial decay propagates from the exterior region into the black hole exterior
in the "no-shift region" in the terminology of [27]; this was previously observed by
Luk [39] for the Schwarzschild black hole.) Using previously known radial point
(microlocal blue-shift) estimates [36, Proposition 2.1], one can take N 1/2 — S,

S > 0, at U + which however does not quite give an L°° bound. (The only issue is

regularity across the horizon; spherical and time derivatives of u remain in H1'2~s
with the same decay rate.)

ro r i r2 r3

H1,0 I 0
" \

\
\

Hi
Ua CU+ U+ T-Û

Figure 2. Left: Penrose diagram of the extended spacetime. We add a cosmological horizon M
at r — ro as well as an artificial horizon M at r ro, creating an artificial exterior region
ro < r < r\. We place complex absorption in the shaded region. In order to have uniqueness
for the wave equation in the domain fl°, we place Cauchy data at Hj U H/ q. Right: The

compactification of the spacetime, and of the domain Q°, at to oo.

Step (4) (See §2.5.) The regularity at U M + can be crucially improved using radial

point estimates at the Cauchy horizon. The technical heart of the present paper is
thus a logarithmic improvement of radial point estimates at the borderline regularity;
see Theorem 3.6. (This estimate is conveniently formulated on the compactified
spacetime, and makes use of Melrose's b-calculus [44], both conceptually and

technically.) This allows us to obtain the regularity //'i/2-t-(i/2+i)iog for ^ at

upon giving up an additional 1q+i5 of decay. The Sobolev embedding of the space

//i/2+(i/2+,S)iogp^ jnt0 thus yields the uniform bound for u in t0"3/'2+eL00,

e > 0, since we have smoothness in to and in the spherical variables. Assuming
better decay for Dtou in the exterior region, we can integrate the analogous result
for Dtou from infinity and obtain the sharper result u t^2+L°°.

In order to obtain the regularity of u with respect to Dto and spherical derivatives,

we need to use the precise structure of the spacetime: Regularity with respect to Dto
follows from the stationarity of the metric, while regularity in the spherical variables

uses spherical symmetry in the Reissner-Nordström case and hidden symmetries
in the Kerr case. Namely, in the latter case, we make use of the Carter operator,
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introduced in [10] and intimately related to the Carter tensor [58] and the Carter

constant [9], and used extensively in the proof of wave decay in the exterior region of
slowly rotating Kerr spacetimes by Andersson and Blue [1], Since the existence of
the Carter constant is directly tied to the completely integrable nature of the geodesic
flow on Kerr, this part of the argument is rather inflexible; see however Remark 3.7

for further discussion.

1.2. Motivation and previous work. The study of linear scalar waves serves as a toy
model for understanding the problem of determinism in Einstein's theory of
general relativity: Charged Reissner-Nordström and rotating Kerr solutions extend

analytically beyond the Cauchy horizon, and in fact there are many inequivalent
smooth extensions; an observer on such a fixed background spacetime could

cross J(+ in finite time and enter a region of spacetime where the metric tensor
is not uniquely determined, given complete knowledge of the initial data. Motivated
by heuristic arguments of Simpson and Penrose [53], Penrose formulated the Strong
Cosmic Censorship conjecture, which asserts that maximally globally hyperbolic
developments for the Einstein-Maxwell or Einstein vacuum equations (depending on
whether one considers charged or uncharged solutions) with generic initial data (and a

complete initial surface, and/or under further conditions) are inextendible as suitably
regular Lorentzian manifolds. In particular, the smooth extendability of the Reissner-
Nordström and Kerr solutions past their Cauchy horizons is conjecturally an unstable

phenomenon. We refer to works by Christodoulou [11], Dafermos [15,16,18], and

Costa, Girâo, Natârio, and Silva [12-14] in the spherically symmetric setting for
positive and negative results for various notions of regularity, and to work in progress
by Dafermos and Luk [17] on the C° stability of the Kerr Cauchy horizon. For
an overview of the history of this line of study, we refer the reader to the excellent
introductions of [18,40],

In the black hole interior, the linear scalar wave equation was studied by several
authors [27,29,40,52] using vector field methods, and by Vasy and the author [34]
in the cosmological setting using scattering theory and microlocal analysis, using
the framework developed by Vasy [57] and extended in [7,36]; the insight that the
methods of [34] could be improved to work in the asymptotically flat case is what led

to the present paper.
The analysis of linear and non-linear waves in the exterior region of asymptotically

flat spacetimes has a very rich history, see [2,6,15,19-21,23,38,42,54-56] and

references therein. In the asymptotically hyperbolic case of cosmological spacetimes,
methods of scattering theory have proven very useful in this context, see [8,24,25,35,
48,51,57,59] and references therein; the present work is inspired by the philosophy
underlying these latter works.

Acknowledgements. I wish to thank Anne Franzen, Jonathan Luk, Sung-Jin Oh,
Andrâs Vasy, and Maciej Zworski for very helpful discussions. I would also like
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to thank an anonymous referee for comments which improved the exposition of the

paper. I am grateful for the hospitality of the Erwin Schrödinger Institute in Vienna,
where part of this work was carried out. I gratefully acknowledge support by the

Miller Institute at the University of California, Berkeley.

2. Setup and proof of the main theorem

We recall the form of the metric of the Reissner-Nordström-de Sitter family of black
holes,

> -1,9 9,9 2M, Q2 Ar2
8m»,q,a ßdt — ix dr —r dco /x 1 + -z- —, (2.1)

r rz 3

on Mf x Ir x S2, I c M open, with dco2 the round metric on S2. Here, M, is the

mass of the black hole, Q its charge, and A > 0 is the cosmological constant. We

are interested in the Reissner-Nordström family gM.,Q '•= gM.,Q,o, which is called
subextremal for the parameter range \ Q\ < M.: In this case, /x(r) has two unique
roots 0 < f\ < r2, called Cauchy horizon (r rj) and event horizon (r — r2). The

metric, when written in the coordinates (2.1), has singularities at the horizons, which
can be removed by a change of coordinates. Concretely, defining

t0 t- F{r) (2.2)

with F smooth on R \ {r\,r2}, F'(r) — SjpT1 near r rj, where Sj
— sgn /x'(ry), and F 0 for r > r2 + 1, the metric g in the coordinates (to, r,co)
is stationary (3t0 is Killing) and a smooth non-degenerate Lorentzian metric of
signature (1,3) on

M° := Mt0 x (0, oo)r x S2.

See Figure 3. In terms of Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates u,v, we have to — u
Near the Cauchy horizon and to v near the event horizon.

Our results also apply to the Kerr family of black holes; the metric of the more
general Kerr-de Sitter family has the form

,/<ir2 d62\ /csin20
r 2

gM„a,A=-p [— + "TUT FTl.(adt ~ +a)d(P)\ Ii k (1 + Y) P

+ ——Adt — a sin2 6 def>)2, (2.3)
(1 + y)2p2

where

JX (r2 + a2) (l - - 2M.r,

A/72
p2 r2 + a2 cos2 6, y —— >

/c 1 + y cos2 0;
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here, a is the angular momentum. The Kerr spacetimes are the subfamily gM.,a
gM.,a,o, and the subextremal spacetimes are those for which \a\ < M,. For a ^ 0,
the metric gM.,a again has coordinate singularities at the two roots 0 < r\ < r2 of JC,

called Cauchy and event horizon, respectively; these singularities can be resolved by
defining

t0 t-F(r), <p0 4>-P(r), (2.4)

where
f ~ -L Q

F'(r) sj ^ P'(r) sj^\X

near r rj\ here Sj — —sgn/z'(ry). Thus, in the coordinates (t0,r,(p0,9), the
metric gM,,a is a smooth non-degenerate Lorentzian metric on

M := M(0 x (0, oo)r x

The singularity of the metric at 6 0, n is merely a coordinate singularity, related
to the singular nature of the standard spherical coordinates on S2 at the poles; see

[57, §6.1]. The Penrose diagram of a constant (0o> 0) slice of the spacetime is the

same as the one depicted in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Penrose diagram of the Reissner-Nordström spacetime. Shown is a level set of the
coordinate to, and the regions (shaded) near the event, resp. Cauchy horizon, where to is equal
to one of the Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates, to v, resp. to u.

For bothclasses of spacetimes, we can modify the "time function" to by putting
t* — to - F(r), with F smooth, such that dt* is spacelike for r < r\ + 28 and

r > r2 — 28, where 0 < 8 < (r2 — r{]/\ is any fixed number.
In order to succinctly state our main result, we define the collections of vector

fields

^0 {3r„ni,ß2,n3}, ^ {9^11^0, (2.5)

where the Qj, which are vector fields on §2, span the tangent space of S2 at every
point. Moreover, we recall from § 1 the space

Hs+u°Z(Rn) {u : (f)'(log(l))eu(l) L2(Mp}.
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Theorem 2.1. Let g be the metric of a subextremal Reissner-Nordström spacetime
or a Kerr spacetime with a ^ 0 very small. Let u be the solution of the Cauchy
problem for \T\gu 0 in r > r\, with initial data which are smooth and compactly
supported in {f* 0, r > r2 — 5}. Fix a radius r+ > r2 Suppose a > 3/2 is
such that for all rj > 0, N G Z>0, all vector fields V\,..., Vjy M, there exists a
constant Cv such that the estimate

\Vi VNu(r,u)\ < Cvtfa, r2 + t) < r < r+ + 1, (2.6)

holds. Then for every e > 0, N Z>0, and all vector fields V\,..., Fjy £ Mo, we
have

Vy VNU f-«+3/2+^l/2+(l/2+e)log (2.7)

near r r\. In particular, u extends continuously to CM+, and for every e > 0,

there exists a constant C such that the uniform estimate

Iu(r, f*)| < CÇa+3/2+, n <r < 7*i + 1 (2.8)

holds.

Ifwe make the assumption

\Vx---VNDt^u(r,u)\ < Cvtfa~l, r2 + rj<r<r+ + l (2.9)

in addition to (2.6), then we have the stronger conclusion

\u(r,Q\ < Ctfa+1+e, n<r<n + 1. (2.10)

Remark 2.2. A close inspection of the proof shows that if we assume (2.6) for
N 0,..., No, then one obtains (2.7) for N — 0 No — 2, and likewise for the
additional assumption (2.9) and the stronger conclusion (2.7) with —a + 3/2 + e

replaced by —a +1 + e. In particular, in order to obtain the L°° decay statement (2.8),
we need to control No 4 derivatives of u in the exterior domain, while for (2.10),
we need No 5 derivatives (one of which is Dtf).

The proof of Theorem 2.1, subdivided into several steps, proceeds along the lines
outlined in §1.1, and is given in §§2.1-2.5.

We will use the notation of Theorem 2.1 throughout the remainder of this section.

2.1. Localization away from spatial infinity. Let us study the forcing problem

Ugu f 6 (M°);

any initial value problem can easily be converted into this problem, with / supported
close to the Cauchy surface. Then, let x e ^°°(M) be a cutoff function,

X(r) 1, r < r+, x(r) °> r > r++ 1.
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Define

ux'=Xu, fx-=Xf + [^g'X]u, (2.11)

so Ugux fx. Since / has compact support, the assumption (2.6) on u implies
that ux and fx satisfy the same estimates. Thus, ux has L2 decay

Vi -VNux e t;a+1/2+eL2(R(. x (0, oo)r x S2), e > 0,

likewise for fx ; this in turn can be rewritten as

"*./* e C+1/2+e//°°. (2.12)

2.2. Modification and extension of the spacetime. In order to understand
regularity and decay of ux uniformly up to the Cauchy horizon, we aim to construct a

suitable extension of the spacetime in consideration beyond the Cauchy horizon. On
the extension, we will then solve a wave-type equation in §2.3 whose solution u will
agree with ux in r > r\\ properties of u near r r\ then give the corresponding
uniform properties of ux in r > r\.

First, we replace the asymptotically flat end at r oo by an asymptotically
hyperbolic one. Concretely, let rm>+ > r+ be such that the trapped set (i.e. the

projection of the trapped set in the cotangent bundle of M° to the base) lies
in r < rm>+. Choose a cutoff function Xm G £°°(M) with /m(r) 1, r < rm,+,
and Xm(r) 0, r > rmi+ + 1. For A > 0 and in the Reissner-Nordström case

g - gM., Q we define

J '= XmgM.,Q + (1 - Xm)gM.,Q,A,

while in the Kerr case g gm,,a, we take

g '= XmgM,,a ~F (1 — Xm)gM%,a,A-

For sufficiently small A, the tensor g'is then again a Lorentzian metric, and now there
is an additional cosmological horizon at r r^, which is the largest positive root of
the function a in the Reissner-Nordström-de Sitter case (2.1), and ofJim.,a,A
in the Kerr-de Sitter case (2.3), where we made the spacetime parameters explicit as

subscripts. We remark that in the Kerr case, 'g is a small perturbation of the Kerr-de
Sitter metric in {r2 — 8 < r < + 5}, and hence for small a a small perturbation of
Schwarzschild-de Sitter space in this region, which we will use in §2.4. Defining to

(and <po in the Kerr case) near r r3 as in (2.2) (resp. (2.4)), we can again extend the
metric past the coordinate singularity at r — r$. The dynamics of the null-geodesic
flow in the region r\ < r < r3 + 1 are completely analogous to the dynamics of the

null-geodesic flow on Reissner-Nordström-de Sitter or Kerr-de Sitter space in the

past of the Cauchy horizon; see also Figures 6 and 7 below.
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To make the region near r r\ amenable to our analysis, we modify the

function /x (resp. jx): Fix S > 0 and r0,r^:± such that 0 < r0 — S < r&- <
r0 < ro;+ < r\, and let /x* (resp. /x*) be a smooth function, equal to /x (resp. /x)
in r > 7-qj+, but such that it has exactly one additional simple root at r r0; thus

So — sgn/x'(r0) —1 (resp. So — sgnjx'(ro) —1). In r < r\, we then
let be equal to the metric (2.1) with /x replaced by /x* (resp. (2.3), with jx replaced
by jx*). This creates an artificial horizon M at r r0 on the modified spacetime

M° M,0 x (r0 - 28, r3 + 28)r x S2.

We can again modify to by letting t# to — F (r), F smooth on E, such that dt* is
timelike for r Do — 28, n + 28] and r G [r2 — 28,r3+ 25]; see [34, §2] for details.
See Figure 4 for the Penrose diagram of the modified spacetime.

r — ri r ro

CU+ Ha

r r2 r r3

Figure 4. Penrose diagram of the modified and extended spacetime M°. We add a cosmological

horizon X at r r3 and an artificial horizon x" at r ro, beyond "CX^, The dotted line
is a level set of the coordinate t*, which is spacelike for rj —28 < r < ry+i + 25, j 0,2.

The spacetime (M°,g) is time-orientable: We can define a time-orientation
by letting dt* be future timelike in r > r2 — 28\ then -dr is future timelike in

ri < r < r2, and —dt* is future timelike in r <r\ + 28.

The dynamics in the region ro — 8 < r < r\ (with 8 > 0 small) will be irrelevant
below since we will use a complex absorbing operator there, while the dynamics near

r — r\ are dictated by the fact that r r\ defines a horizon with non-zero surface

gravity.

Remark 2.3. In the Reissner-Nordström case, we could in addition require /x* to
have a single non-degenerate critical point at rpe (r0, rj); then, the qualitative
behavior of /x* in a neighborhood of [r0, r\] is the same as that near [r2, r3], so the

region ro — 8<r<r\+8 has the same null-geodesic dynamics as a neighborhood
of the exterior a Schwarzschild-de Sitter black hole, and one may reasonably call

r0 < r < r\ an "artificial exterior region." Due to the more delicate algebra for the

trapping in Kerr, such an intuition is more difficult to arrange and justify.
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Remark 2.4. The modification near spatial infinity is to a large extent a matter of
convenience, since it allows us to use standard results [57] on the meromorphic
properties of the inverse of the stationary operator g(cr), which is closely related to
the spectral family of an asymptotically hyperbolic metric; see also [30,43,47,51] for
the analysis of such metrics. Without this modification, one would have to deal with
an asymptotically flat end, for which the analysis of g(a)-1 is rather delicate, see

e.g. [55] and the references therein.

2.3. Construction and solution of the extended problem. Within M°, we now
define the surface

Hi := {r2 - 8 < r < r3 + 8, f* 0},

which is the Cauchy surface in Theorem 2.1. We further define the artificial surfaces

Hf,3 := {r r3 + 8, f* > 0},

Hf,2 '= {'"l + 8 < r < r2 - 8, f* C(r2 - 8 - r)},

which are both spacelike (in the case of Hf,2, we need to choose C > 0 sufficiently
large); in the artificially extended region, we lastly define, using f*,o C{r2~r\ —28)

(which is the value of f* at the points of Hp,2 with smallest r):

Hf {ro ~ 8 < r < ri + 8, f* -

Hi,0 := {r r0 - 8, r* >
(2.13)

These hypersurfaces bound a submanifold with corners £2° c M°. See Figure 5.

ro n r2 r3

Hi,o| 1 U ft
" \\

\
Hi

Ha CU+ U+ H7T,+

Figure 5. Left: The domain ÏÏ0 on which we study an extension of the wave equation. The
shaded region U° is where we place the complex absorbing operator <2. Right: The compactified
picture: We compactify the spacetime M° at r* 00, obtaining M, and similarly compactify Q 0

to £2, and U° to U.

In order to hide the (possibly complicated) null-geodesic dynamics of the metric g
in r < r\, we use a complex absorbing operator Q. as in [34], which has Schwartz
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kernel supported in XL° x XL°, where XL° {rq- < r < r&,+, ?* > t*,o + 1}-

Concretely, in the partial compactification of M° at f* oo defined by

M [0, oo)r x (r0 — 28, rj + 2S)r x S2, r e"t*, (2.14)

we take ö e (M) to be dilation-invariant near r 0; more precisely, we assume
<2 N(Q.) in r < ewhere V((2) denotes the normal operator of (2.

Remark 2.5. We can choose Q. without reference to the b-calculus_as follows: Using
the coordinates (f*, r, co, t*, r', co') on U x U, we have (2 e $2(M°), the Schwartz
kernel Kq of (2 is independent of t'm — t* for large t*, that is,

KQ(t*,r,(D,t'„,r',co') K'NW(t'^ - t*, r, co, r', co'), f* » t*)0,

for a suitable distribution K'N^y, and — f* is bounded on suppÄ"©, i.e. ATat(q)

vanishes for large t* — t*. The normal operator N(C2) then has Schwartz kernel

,co') K'N{a)(tl -t*,r,œ,r',œ').

We assume that Q. is elliptic in U {r^,- < r < ra)+, r < e-'*'0-1}, and

further that the sign of the real part of its principal symbol a ((2) is non-negative in
the future light cone and non-positive in the past light cone.

We furthermore introduce a smooth and stationary potential V 6 C°°(S2°), which
has compact support in the spatial variables (r, co), with support contained in the set

{Xm 0}, and so that V > 0 is positive on a non-empty open set. We then consider
the operator

3> := g-V-ia
on the domain £2, which is the closure of £2° in M ; !P is (b-)pseudo-differential
near XL, but differential everywhere else, in particular near the hypersurfaces defined
above. The natural function spaces are weighted b-Sobolev spaces,

HS/(Q.) e~rt* Hs (£1°);

thus, we measure regularity with respect to the vector fields in the set M defined

in (2.5). Let us denote by X — £2 fl 3M the boundary of £2 at infinity, so

X {n — 8 < r < r-i + 3} x S2,

identified with {: 0} x X c M.
As mentioned in §1.1, the analysis of the extended operator proceeds exactly

as in [34]: Our modified and extended spacetime M has the same geometric and

dynamical structure (spacelike boundaries, radial points at the horizons, normally
hyperbolic trapping) — see Figures 6 and 7 —, and the extended problem has almost
the same analytic properties (complex absorption), as the cosmological spacetimes
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Figure 7. Future-directed null-geodesic flow in phase space hS*M br*M/M+, focusing
on the structure of the trapping T, with its stable (r_) and unstable (r+) manifolds crossing
the horizons r rj, j 1,2,3, transversally, or tending towards the conormal bundle Ly of
a horizon.

considered there, and hence we simply refer to the reference for details. The only,

very minor, difference is that we do not assume Ö to be symmetric here, since we
will need to perturb Q slightly by a non-symmetric operator to arrange a technical

condition, see Lemma 2.6 below. The analysis is unaffected by this, since the non-
vanishing of the real part of Ö on 11° guarantees ellipticity there, regardless of the

imaginary part.

na CU+ U+ n+

Figure 6. Future-directed null-geodesic flow near the horizons: The null-geodesic flow lifted
to the b-cotangent bundle bT*M extends smoothly to the boundary r 0, and has saddle

points L j at (the b-conormal bundles of) the intersection of r ry with the boundary r 0,
with stable (resp. unstable) manifolds £2, £3 (resp. £0, £\). This corresponds to the red-shift

effect near J£ + and M+, and the blue-shift effect near 3£a and IfJf+, which are microlocal
radial point estimates, see §3.2.

The results which are essential for us are then:

(1) The operator family ^(cr), obtained by conjugating the normal operator

N(!P) by the Mellin transform in r (equivalently, the Fourier transform in — r* has
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a meromorphic inverse. (This is why we modified the spacetime to be asymptotically
hyperbolic by adding a cosmological horizon.) Moreover, in any fixed strip
—y < Im a < C with y > 0 sufficiently small, P{o)~l only has finitely many
poles. We also have high energy estimates, which we state in a very non-optimal
form which is however sufficient for our purposes: For|Imo"| < y, y > 0 sufficiently
small and fixed, and for a a fixed distance away from any pole of P(a), we have the

following estimate for s e Z>0 and for 8' > 0 arbitrary but fixed:

II O7)-1 *0 IfrcT-j +35'} II H-l + \\(P(aylv)\{r>n+28'}\\Hs-j
j=0

—
C (°") (j| v l{r<ri +28'} I ff-1 "T ^ 1 VI{r>ri +&'} || fjs-j J > (2-15)

7=0

for all v e ÇC°°(X°). The estimates for a in Imcr <0 use the normally hyperbolic
nature of the trapping, which for Reissner-Nordström is easy to establish using
spherical symmetry (see [34] for the case of Reissner-Nordström-de Sitter, which is

completely analogous in this respect), and which for Kerr spacetimes was established

by Wunsch and Zworski [59] for small angular momenta and by Dyatlov [26] for the

full subextremal range. The restriction to small Im a in Im a > 0 can be relaxed if
one replaces the H~1 norm in (2.15) by a weaker Sobolev norm on the left and a

stronger one on the right; the precise regularity one can put in, depending on Im a, is
dictated by the dynamics near the radial points for the operator P{a) at the horizons.
The regularity at the horizons will be discussed in §§2.5 and 3; see also Appendix A,
where the relation of the weak norm one needs to put in on the left to the surface

gravity of the Cauchy horizon is given explicitly.
The estimate (2.15) is stated using the standard H~l space rather than the more

natural semiclassical Sobolev space (or, even better, variable order spaces,

see [34, §2.4]), since this will make the function spaces later on more manageable, see

in particular (2.22). To pass from the semiclassical to the standard Sobolev space, we
observe that the inequalities (h£)-1 < h~l (£)-1 ^ h_1(}z£)-1, 0 < h < 1, f G M",
imply

IMb-i <h-l\\v\\H-u ueEcM(I°). (2.16)

(2) Given fx as in (2.11), and given v < 0, there exists f e 15c°° (K°) (needed to

ensure solvability for P — the potential issue being the pseudodifferential complex
absorption Ö) such that the equation

Pu f:=fx + f (2.17)

has a solution IT with the following properties:
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(a) u vanishes near Hj (and also near Hpo), hence by uniqueness of the forward

problem for the wave equation,

u ux in r > r\, (2.18)

(b) we have u e H®'v (£2), i.e. u grows at most at an exponential rate relative to L2;
moreover,

ù\{r>ri+s>} e n {r > n + *'}) (2.19)

for any 8' > 0.

In view of (1), we may pick v < 0 in (2) so small that there are no resonances,
i.e. poles of in the strip 0 < Im a < —v.

The technical property alluded to above is the following:

Lemma 2.6. There exists <2, satisfying the assumptions listed before Remark 2.5,
such that there are no real resonances a 6 R/or the backwards problemfor !P in the

region ro — 8 < r < r\ + 8: That is, for no a el does there exist a distributional
mode solution u(r,a>) of the equation (Dj- — V — iQ.)e~lt*au(r,œ) — 0 which
vanishes near r — ro — 8 and r — r\ + 8.

(Put differently, there are no elements in ker 2P(cr), a 6 M, with support in
r0 — 8 < r < r\ + 8.) Thus, for 1 )—(2) above, we may assume that <2 is such that it
satisfies this resonance condition. We defer the proof of this lemma to Appendix A.

2.4. Asymptotic analysis of the extended solution. Given the solution u to the

equation (2.17), we now use (2.18) and the a priori decay and regularity assumption

(2.12) on ux to deduce the same decay and some a priori regularity for u.
First, we note that P is dilation-invariant in r (translation-invariant in f*) except

in the region of spacetime f* < f*,o + 1, ra - S r < /*&,+, where the complex
absorption (2 is no longer f*-translation invariant. In order to obtain a dilation-
invariant problem near the boundary r — 0 at future infinity, we pick a cutoff
Xr £ £?°°(Rt), Xt 1 for r < e~'*-°~2 and Xr 0 for r > e~l*-°~l, and set

ue XtM, which solves

N(P)ue fe, /e /; + /e", fg XtT> fH'-=[NijP),xr]u. (2.20)

Now, // vanishes near r 0, and therefore lies in Hin r > r\ + 8', and

in in r < n + 8', for all 8' > 0. Taking the Mellin transform in r (Fourier
transform in —f*), u~e(cr) /0°° x~laue{z) ^r, we get

Ue(o) — P{o)~l fe(<j), Ima —v. (2.21)

Using bounds for P(p), and fe(<j) for Ima > 0, we wish to take the inverse Mellin
transform along the contour Im o 0.
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We write /e(cr) fé (er) -f fé'(a) and start by considering the second term:
With ct o\ + zo"2, cri, o"2 s we have, using (2.16),

^(or)|{r<ri+*,} e C°([0, oo)(j2; < n + V}))),
^fe (<T)l{r>r1+5'} e C°([0, oo)ff2; (a)-j Ha~^ (Rai ; HN~'({r > n + 8'})))

(2.22)

for all 8' > 0 and N e Z>o, 0 < j < N; moreover, fé'ip) is holomorphic in
Im a > 0 with uniform bounds

(CT)
1

ll/e"(cr)ll/t_-1(Z)' \\fe(G)\\HN({r>ri+8'}) - CN,S',r,, (2.23)

forV Z>o,ImCT > rj > 0, due to the forward support property supp /e" C {f* > 0}.
(Since /e" is exponentially decaying, one could make much stronger statements,
which however are of no use for us here.) Conversely, (2.22) and (2.23) together

imply // 6 t~a+l/2+eH~2{{r < n +5'}) nt~a+1/2+eH°°({r > rx+&'}),&' > 0,

as well as the support property. (The weight (a) in the first line of (2.22) amounts to
the loss of one Dtit derivative in addition to the H~l in the spatial variables, hence

we get a spacetime H~2 membership.)
On the other hand, // vanishes near r rx, hence a forteriori (2.22)-(2.23) hold

as well for /e' in place of /e", and hence for fe — /e' + //.
Now, when shifting the contour of the inverse Mellin transform of (2.21) down

to the real line, the only potential issue are real resonances of P. However, since
the metric 'g is a perturbation of a spherically symmetric one, it is easy to see

that there are none. Indeed, due to Lemma 2.6, every real resonance must be

visible in (?2 — <5,r3 + 5) already, i.e. the rank of the resonance is equal to the
rank of the pole of R o P(g)~1 o E, where E : Lc°°((r2 — 8, r3 + 8)) 1£00(X)
denotes extension by 0, and R : Ï?°°(X) -> C°°((r2 — 8, r3 + 5)) is the restriction

map. But then the integration by parts arguments of [35, §4], which apply in
the spherically symmetric case, specifically to Schwarzschild-de Sitter metrics and

modified Reissner-Nordström metrics g, and the non-negativity of the potential
V jé 0 imply that the latter operator family has no poles in Im a > 0; this persists for
small perturbations of the metric in the region r2 — 8 < r < + 8. Thus, IP(ct)-1
is holomorphic in a strip around the real axis.

Let us now consider the inverse Mellin transform

Me(t) y- f Tla P{o)~l fe(p)do,^ Jlmcr=r]

which is independent of rj > 0, and by continuity, using (2.22), equal to its value

(which are functions on level sets of r in the spacetime) at t] 0. Decay of this
function in f* — log r is a consequence of (2.22) and the mapping property (2.15)
for P (ct)~\ which imply that P(ct)_1 fe (a) lies in the spaces on the right hand side
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of (2.22) with (a) and (o*)--7 replaced by (cr)2 and (a)--7"1"1 due to the factor (a)
on the right hand side of (2.15); the only slightly subtle part is the persistence
of the Ha~l!2~e nature of the function space in ai, which however follows by
interpolation from the persistence of H° regularity, i.e. if we had a — 1/2 — e 0 —
this is automatic simply from the operator bounds on ^(ct)-1 —, and the persistence
of Hk regularity for k e Z>i, which for k 1 follows from

9<J(^(a)-1/e(a)) daP{a)-lfe{o) + P{a)-ldJe{c)

and the fact that the holomorphicity of P (a)-1 in a strip around the reals implies that
dfyJ'ia)-1, given by the Cauchy integral formula in a disk of fixed radius around a,
satisfies the same operator bounds as P(g)~1\ similarly for larger values of k. The
estimate (2.15) thus gives

Ue e C*"1/2~f H~3({r < n + 5'}) n Ça-l/2-eH°°({r > n + 5'}), 8' > 0,

(2.24)
(See the discussion in the paragraph following (2.23). The additional factor of (a)
on the right hand side of (2.15) leads to the additional loss of one derivative in the

present, crude analysis.)
We stress again that the function spaces here are spacetime Sobolev spaces.

Remark 2.7. The absence of real resonances of the inverse family J3 on the real line
is where we used that the spacetime (M, g) under consideration only deviates from
spherical symmetry by a small perturbation. We expect that a modification of our
construction guarantees this for the full subextremal Kerr family; however, we do not

pursue this further here.

2.5. Improved regularity at the Cauchy horizon. The passage to the normal

operator family, which involved a simple cutoff, and the crude mapping properties
we used above give very weak information on ue in terms of regularity; however, the

polynomial weight is optimal relative to the L2 decay which we started with in §2.1.
We now use that ue solves the equation N(P)ue fe and the crude regularity

information in (2.24) together with precise radial point estimates to re-gain regularity.
The setup of the radial point estimate is detailed in §3.2, see also Figure 6, and the

proof that the null-geodesic flow on our spacetime (M, g) satisfies the assumptions
of the radial point propagation result follows from a simple calculation, which
is presented in detail in [34, §§2.2, 3.2], If one applied the below-threshold
result [36, Proposition 2.1], recalled here in Proposition 3.4(2), or rather a version

allowing for logarithmic weights in r (recall that r* logr-1), one would obtain

ue t~a~1/2~eH l^2~s near r r\ for any 8 > 0. However, in 1 dimension (only
the radial direction will be subtle, in to and the spherical variables, ue will be shown

to be smooth), z/1/2-5 barely fails to embed into L°°, so we need a more delicate
estimate.
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We therefore apply Theorem 3.6 (with the order of the operator being m 2, the

weight r — 0, so the threshold regularity is 5 1/2), where we take I + 1/2
a — 1/2 + e for the logarithmic weight; notice that the a priori logarithmic weight
in a punctured neighborhood of the radial set at x 0, r r\ is I + 1/2. The

(logarithmic) regularity requirement in the punctured neighborhood holds by a wide
margin, due to the second part of (2.24) in r > rj, and by elliptic regularity on the

elliptic set of Q and real principal type propagation in r < r\, and due to the fact
that fe vanishes near r 0, r r\. Since the logarithmic weight (logr-1)-^ is

equal to t~l, we thus conclude that

ue e (C*+1-e#1/2({|r-ri| <«,}))nJ?1/2+(a_1+e)Iog({|r-r1| < 5'}) (2.25)

for any e > 0, and 8' > 0, and in fact the interpolated version

ue e C*+3/2~6Hl/2+(1/2+e)los({\r — n| < 8'}), e > 0. (2.26)

Now, #i/2+(i/2+<9iog(K) ^ l°°(M) in view of té)"1 (log(Ç»-1-2e L1; thus,
in order to conclude (2.8) in Theorem 2.1, it remains to establish the iterative

regularity (2.7) under vector fields in the set M. (Note that we only prove the

theorem for ue, rather than u itself, but ue u near r ri in r < due to
the properties of Xz in (2.20); thus, considering the extended problem on a slightly
larger region instead, we obtain regularity for the extended solution in r <
which gives the desired conclusion for u upon restriction.)

To do this, we use the Killing and hidden symmetries of Reissner-Nordström
and Kerr: Firstly, since Dttt commutes with Ug, we obtain (2.26) for any number
of f*-derivatives of ue. On the Reissner-Nordström spacetime, we may commute
the spherical Laplacian A§2 through the equation and thus obtain smoothness in the

angular variables as well, finishing the proof in this case, since this implies that ue
lies in the space

ue t-a+3/2~eHi/2+(i/2+e)iog((ri _ ^ ^ + s>); hn(Ru x S2)) VV, (2.27)

and the HN space is contained in L°° for N > 3/2.
In the Kerr case, we need to use the (modified) Carter operator C e Diff^(M) to

gain regularity in the angular variables: This operator is given by

1 (1 + y)2
-Dqk sin 9Dq + 2 n D 2

sin o k sin

2a(l + y)2 n (1+y)2a2sin20
H H üt

K K

in the notation introduced at and after (2.3). Now, Dtt and commute with p2üg,
and moreover the sum of the first two terms of C is an elliptic operator on 82; thus,

commuting C through the equation p2Dgu p2f in r > r\ — 28, we see that u
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is indeed smooth in t* and the angular variables. We therefore conclude that (2.27)
holds in the Kerr case as well, finishing the proof of (2.7).

For the last part of Theorem 2.1, where we now assume (2.9), i.e. derivatives of
Dt^ue in the exterior region lie in t~a~lL°°, the previous arguments yield

ue G t-a+3/2-<L0O(Mf. X (n - 8', n + 8') x S2),

Duue G C+1/2~^2(^ - L°°((ri - 8', n + 8') x S2));

J
the inequality ||v||loo < t* \\t*Dtifv\\L2 for v G Çc°°((l, oofij thus yields ue G

t*a+1~eL°°, as claimed.

Remark 2.8. The conclusion (2.25) only requires a > 1; however, in order to

get an L°° bound in the radial variables, even without polynomial decay, we need

a > 3/2, even though in the last case of Theorem 2.1, we only lose 1 + e in the

polynomial decay rate.

3. Logarithmic improvements in radial point estimates

This section is the technical heart of the paper. To prepare the logarithmic regularity
improvement in the microlocal blue-shift (radial point) estimate at the Cauchy
horizon, we first discuss the relevant function spaces and spaces of operators in §3.1
before turning to the proof of the estimate in §3.2.

We remark that results similar to what we prove here can be obtained in the

simpler setting of manifolds without boundary; we leave the details to the interested
reader.

3.1. Sobolev spaces with logarithmic derivatives and weights. In this section,
we discuss b-ps.d.o.s, on manifolds with boundary, with logarithmic derivatives and

logarithmic weights at the boundary. Since log(£), £ G E", is a symbol of order e

for all e > 0, we will be able to view the 'logarithmic' b-calculus as a special case

of the standard b-calculus, with more precise composition properties due to the full
symbolic expansion of the standard calculus.

In terms of the spaces

Hs+llos(Rn) := {u g £'(ir) : (f)*(log(f))'w(£) g L2(Rp},

the logarithmic versions of weighted b-Sobolev spaces on the half-space M'/_

[0, oo)* x M"-1 are defined as follows:

Definition 3.1. For s,l,r,j G E, the space //*+^log>''Wlog(j^^) consists of all
distributions u G Ç-00(E^_) of the form

U Xr \og~J (x^1)u0, Mo //^+log(M(|_),
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where i/b'+£log(S^) F*(//^los(R")), F(x,y) (-log*,?), and x is a

smoothed out version of the function min(x, 1/2), for instance 3c — x for 0 < x <
1/4, 3c 1/2 for x > 1/2, and 1/4 < 3c < 1/2 for 1/4 < x < 1/2.

Thus, for j 0, one obtains the usual weighted space H^+llo&'r xr
while non-zero j allows one to distinguish logarithmic orders of growth at the

boundary x 0. The space becomes smaller when any one of the

quantities s,i,r, j is increased.

In order to handle logarithmic weights, we consider b-ps.d.o.s A e ^b(M"
on R(j_ (with compactly supported Schwartz kernel vanishing to infinite order at the

two side faces of the b-double space R+ xb as we will always implicitly assume)

with merely conormal left-reduced symbols a, which are functions on br*R[J_

R+ x R" (compactly supported in the base variables) satisfying the estimates

\(xdxyd^ldava(x,y,l,rj)\<Ckaqß{(l,rj))s^k+^ Vq,k>0,Va,ß,

Under the diffeomorphism F in Definition 3.1, writing F(x, y) s (t, y), these are
the uniform symbols a(t,y,l-,rf) 6 (R"y;n) of [46, §2.1], In fact, as in

[46, §2.2], one can consider more general symbols, say with support in x, x' < 1/2,
satisfying

I (xdx)«d$(x'dx09'dßy'dfäa(x,y,$,ri,x',y')\

< Ckaqßq> ß, (log x -log x')w {(Ç,îi))s~(k+M) (3.1)

for all q,q',k > 0 and all multi-indices a,ß,ß'\ here w R is an off-diagonal
weight. Quantizations of such symbols can always be written as quantizations of
left-reduced symbols (in particular, the weight w is irrelevant!), so the increased

generality in the symbol class does not enlarge the class of b-ps.d.o.s with conormal
coefficients; see [46, §2.4]. The point in allowing (3.1) is that it allows us to show:

Lemma 3.2. IfA e >Tb(R^) has compactly supported Schwartz kernel with support

inx,x' < 1/2, then Aj := log7(x_1) o A o log--7 (x_1) e for any j e R.

Proof. If a(x, y, f, rj) is the left-reduced symbol of A, then

(logX \J
a(x,y,l,rj)

is the full symbol of Aj. The proof is completed by noting that |(a/b)J — lj <
Cg(a — h)'7' for a, b > 8 > 0, which follows for j > 0 by writing |(a/by — 1|

|(1 + (a —b)/by — 1| and separating the cases \a—b\ < \b\/2 and \a — b\ > \b\/2\
the inequality for j < 0 follows from the one for j > 0 by replacing (a,b,j)
by (b,a,-j).
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We will also need to consider b-ps.d.o.s allowing for "logarithmic" derivatives;
this is accomplished by adding to the right hand side of (3.1) the factor (log)^(£, rj),

(el, yielding the symbol class Ss+^log; quantizations of such symbols give rise

to the space log(R(p. We can transfer such spaces of b-ps.d.o.s to a manifold

with boundary M: Indeed, since for all e > 0, the inclusion c Ss+e holds,

we have \p^+£log c *Fb+e. Furthermore, s-°°+^log s~°° for any (eR, Hence,

by the asymptotic formula for the full symbol of an element of under a

diffeomorphism which is the identity outside a compact set, the class Vl^+ log(M(j_)

is invariant under such diffeomorphisms as well. Thus, one obtains the *-algebra

LK+"°!(m)
s,l

invariantly on the manifold M with boundary. We can then use this calculus to define

weighted b-Sobolev spaces

CfIog'r+7 log(M) log

x a boundary defining function of M with x < 1/2 everywhere, where Hb
consists of all distributions u on M for which Au e Lb(M) for every compactly

supported A e log(M); here L2(M) L2(M, x-1u) for a non-vanishing
smooth density v.

Furthermore, for u 6 Hbc'r+jlog(M), we can define WF^+^log'r +7 log(w) for

s,f e 1 and r' < r, j' < j to consist of all £ e bS*M for which there exists

A e elliptic at £, such that Au e Hb^0ll°s'r +J log(M). Notice here that u

lies in Hb c'r+J log(M) a priori by the conditions on r,j,r',j', hence these

conditions ensure that the wave front set indeed measures global properties: If
WF£+iog,r'+yiog(M) 0 for such then u £ Hs+aogy+jAoë(M)_ (This fact
relies on elliptic regularity on these b-Sobolev spaces, which holds by the usual

symbolic argument.)
We end this section by discussing a special class of operators which will naturally

appear in the logarithmically improved radial point estimates in §3.2. To wit, let
z (x,y) e [0,1/2) xM"_1 and £ el" denote coordinates on bT* M near 3M; let

p |£|-1 for |£| > 4 (where we use any fixed norm on the fibers of bT*M induced

by a Riemannian b-metric on M), with 0 < p < 1/2 everywhere on bT*M, and
consider the symbol

a(z, £) logl{x~vp~w), I > 0, v, w > 0.

Since

a(z,Ç) log(x *)(u + wlog^-i (3.2)
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lies in the symbol class log^(x_1)S^log, we can quantize it and obtain an operator A
in the class log^(x_1) o ^log, for which we have good composition and mapping
properties. Then:

Lemma 3.3. Let I, v, w > 0 and a (z, £), A be as above.

(1) Suppose

y ç. H-oo,r+l\og Hs,rU 6 b,loc ' AU e b,loc*

Then

ue log'r+(1_a)log) a 6 [0,1], (3.3)

(2) Conversely,

» n =>• Au H&,. (3.4)

(This in turn gives (3.3).)

That is, we can interpolate logarithmic weights and regularity.

Proof ofLemma 3.3. Part (1) follows from the fact that

log^-^Cx-1) log^p-1) Ka (3.5)

with a symbol ba G this in turn is a consequence of the estimate

~i-a-px i
^ (i -a)x + apul ^ ^V VX + w p/ ~~ V vx + nop ~

for 3c log x_1 and pf log p-1, and similar estimates for symbolic derivatives.
To prove part (2), we note that

(ulogx-1 + tulogp"1/ log^(p_1)èi +log^(x_1)ö2

for symbols bi,b2 G 5°; explicitly, let / G £?°°(R) be identically 0 in (—00,1/2]
and identically 1 in [3/2,00), then we can take

3.2. Setup and proof of the radial point estimate. Let M be a manifold with
boundary X, and let r be a boundary defining function. Let (P e ^(M) be a

b-ps.d.o. on M with homogeneous principal symbol p G S'n(bT*M). We denote

by S p_1(0) C bT*M \ 0 the characteristic set of 3P, letp G C°°(°T*M) be

homogeneous of degree — 1 away from the origin and non-vanishing everywhere, and

define the rescaled Hamilton vector field

Hp =T~lHp,
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*
which is a b-vector field on the radial compactification T M of the b-cotangent
bundle, i.e. it is tangent to bT*xM and bS*M. (See [36, §2] for details.) With
A C En bTxM\o denoting a conic submanifold of E invariant under the Hp flow,
and L := 3A CbSxM, we assume that L is a saddle point for the V\p flow, more

1 *
precisely a source within Tx M (in particular also in the fiber radial direction), with
a stable manifold <£ transversal to X :

(1) The characteristic set E is a G00 codimension 1 submanifold of bT*M \o and

transversal to bTxM \ o\

(2) L £nhSxM, where <5Cc3Ecb5*Misa smooth submanifold, transversal

to bSxM and invariant under the Hp flow;

(3) we have

Hpp ßop, ß0 e G°°(S*X) near L, ß0 > 0 at L,

Hpx -ßoßx, ß G C00(S'*Z) near L, J> 0 at L;

For simplicity, let us assume

ß ß is constant;

this is satisfied in our applications.

(4) there exists a quadratic defining function po of L within the characteristic set

9E C bSxM over X such that

HpPo > ßgPo (3.6)

in a neighborhood of L within 3E, where ßq e 'Goo(0S*X), ßq > 0 at L;

(5) we have !P — IP* \f^-2(M), i.e. J3 is symmetric modulo an operator two
orders lower.

We refer back to Figure 6 for an illustration. We recall the following result on
the propagation of singularities at such (normal) saddles of the null-bicharacteristic
flow:

Proposition 3.4 ([36, Proposition 2.1]). Let s, re E.

(1) Suppose s > so > (m — l)/2 + ßr. There exist B.B',E,G e ^(M),
microlocalized in any fixed neighborhood of L, with B, B' and G elliptic at L,
and with WF'b(E) n bSXM 0, such that the estimate

< G (|| GiPu I) jjS—m+l,r ~b || .Zfn || || B u|]^so>r T ||n||^-Ar,r).

holds for all u for which the right hand side is finite. Here, N e M is arbitrary
but fixed.
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(2) Suppose s < (m — l)/2 + ßr. There exist B,E,G e ^(M), microlocalized in

anyfixed neighborhood ofL, with B and G elliptic at L, and with WF(, (E) D TL

0, such that the estimate

\\Bu\\Hs.r < C (\\G Pu\\Hs-m+ \,r + || Eu || Hs.r + ||u||ff-^,r).

holds for any fixed IV el
Thus, in (1), we can propagate H^'r regularity from r > 0 into L, assuming a

priori H^°'r regularity at L. In both cases in the proposition, we do not gain (or lose)
decay: the weight r in the function spaces is the same for a priori assumptions and

conclusions. See Figure 8 for an illustration of (2).

Both estimates in Proposition 3.4 hold true if one adds logarithmic regularity
and logarithmic weights, i.e. if one replaces s and r by s + I log and r + j log,
respectively, with i, j e M.

L hS*xM

E B E
G

hS*M
C

Figure 8. Setup of the radial point estimate below the threshold regularity, propagating regularity
within bSxM from WF^Zi) into WF(,(f?) and out into the interior of bS*M.

Remark 3.5. One can allow J3 — P* e 4/_1(M) to be non-trivial with

which shifts the threshold regularity by ß if the latter is constant. In general, the

threshold regularity is (m — l)/2 + supL(ßr + ß) for part (1) and (m — l)/2 +
infL(ßr + ß) for part (2).

In the borderline case, let us consider the propagation from the boundary
through L into the interior of M, where we will refine part (2) of the above proposition,
propagating regularity through the saddle point into the interior of M :

Theorem 3.6. Let r e M, and let s (m — 1 )/2 + ßr be the borderline regularity
in the notation of Proposition 3.4, and let I > 0. There exist B, E, G e ^(M),
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microlocalized in any fixed neighborhood ofL, with B and G elliptic at L, and with

WF^is) fl <5C 0, such thatfor all a e [0,1], the estimate

II Bll jj TjS+ai\og,r + (l—aOriog
b

< C[\\GfPu || „,s-m+ l+(+l)log,r + ||G<!Pw|| i-m + l,r+0+l)log
b Mb

+ H H

^J+<^+l/2) log.r + \\Eu\\Hs,r+(l + \/2)\og + || U || -N.r +(+1/2) log)

holds for all u for which the right hand side is finite; here N e M are arbitrary
but fixed. Moreover, a neighborhood of L intersected with r > 0 is disjoint from
WpS + 6!+l/2)log(M)_

Thus, we can gain logarithmic regularity at the cost of giving up logarithmic
decay in r. In the last statement, note that away from the boundary, b-wave front
set (with any weight) and ordinary wave front set coincide. The estimate on u at the

radial set yields 1 ordinary derivative less, as usual for hyperbolic propagation, and

in addition loses one logarithmic derivative as well as one logarithmic weight relative
to IPu, and we lose 1/2 a logarithm in regularity and decay relative to the regularity
of m in a punctured neighborhood of L.

Proofof Theorem 3.6. We may assume that p < 1/2 everywhere. Let p := pmp
be the rescaled principal symbol, and let <po, 4>\, <t> e ^c°°(®0 be cutoffs, identically

equal to 1 near 0, and with <// < 0 and J—fi'jfij e G°° on [0, oo) for j 0,1.

We moreover assume 0i(r) s 0 for r > 1/2. With regularization in the regularity
parameter (i.e. the weighting in p) to be added later, we use the commutant

ä p-*+bn-l)/2T-r lo^+WtfrßT-2)4>o(po)M*)4>(P)- W
Notice here that Hp(p~^r_1) 0, so the reason for the exponent 2 of r_1 is that it
gives the correct sign of the Hamilton derivative (any exponent > 1 would work as

well); indeed, we have

Hp\ogl+1'2(p-^T-2) ßoß(e + l/2)loge-^2(p-ßr~2).

Moreover, writing

log(p~^T-2) yß log p-1 +21ogr~\

we see that a commutator argument using a will allow us to logarithmically improve
regularity at the cost of giving up a logarithmic weight in r ; see also the more precise
discussion in Lemma 3.3.
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Concretely, we compute

âHpâ ^p~2sx~2r log2i(p~ßx~2)(f)o(j)i<p[{i + l/2)ß0ß(/)o<i>i<P

+ log(p~^r_2)((H/)po)^>o0i^ - ßoßx<p[<f>o<P + (Hpp)0'0o0i)). (3.8)

The main term, which is non-zero at L, is the first term in the big parenthesis on
the right hand side. In view of (3.6), the first term in the parenthesis in the last line
is non-positive; this is the a priori control term, requiring control of u microlocally
in a punctured neighborhood of L in the boundary. The second term is positive —
so has the same sign as the main term — on supp^j, which is disjoint from the

boundary r 0, and will allow us to conclude regularity there, while the third term
is supported off the characteristic set and is thus irrelevant.

In order to regularize the argument, we use <Pt(Ç) (1 + tÇ)~N, N > 0, and

compute HpcptÇp'1) Nßoptft, ft(£) *£( 1 + tÇ)~l. Letting

ät (p,(ß~l)ä, t > 0,

we thus obtain, fixing 0 < r/ < {I + l/2)ßoß,

ätHpät r] log-1Go-/3r~2)p~(m-1)a2 + b2 + b2l<t + b\ t - e2 + ftp, (3.9)

where

b, q>fp~sx~r log^ (p~ß x^2)(ßo(j)\(ßy/J^p[jT)ßöß^-ri,

b\,t q>tP~sx~r log+1/2(p~ßx~2)<po<p\(p VNßopt,

b2,t <PtP~sx~r \og('+l/2(p~ßx~2)(po4>yj-ßoßx(p[(pi,

e, q>tP~sx~r logt+1/2(p~ßx~2)cpi(pyJ-(HpPo)(p'0(l)o,

ft cpfp~2s+mx~r iog2£+1 (p~ß x~2)(y\pp)(p'(p(pl(t)ïp~l.

Notice that the regularizer contributes the term b\>t, which has the same sign as the

main term in the unregularized calculation (3.8). Denote by At,Bt, B\,t, B2,t, Et
and Ft quantizations of the corresponding lower order symbols; we arrange that At
has uniform wave front set contained in supp^o, is uniformly bounded in the space

^-(m-i)/2+(f+i/2)iog j0gf+i/2^r—fin—1)/2 ^ (3 5)^ ancj converges to Ao

in + i0g^+i/2(r-i)\jrs-(m-i)/2-i- por all e > 0 as t 0; similarly
for Bt, Bij, B2,t, Et and Ft. Further, let ACT and be quantizations of and

\ogp(ß~ß x~2), respectively, where a,pel. We then obtain

l-[P,Ä;Ät} rKA~ilOgA(m-1)/2l0*(A2ilOgA (m~l)/2Ät)

+ B*B,t + B*tBu + B*tB2,t - E*Et + FtP + L„ (3.10)
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where Lt e z~2r(log r_1)2f+1 o
1+(2^+1)iog uniformly (use (3.2) to see this),

with order \p26~iV)_1+e) e > 0, for f > 0. When computing the pairing

Re(-[^P, Ä*Ät]u,uj —- Im(Ätu, At!P), (3.11)

regularity is not an issue if we take N 0 large enough, so we only need to observe

that the weights allow for the integration by parts to be performed; this follows as u is

assumed to be in the space w Hb °°>r+^+1/2)1°g> Using (3.10), integration by parts
to rewrite the left hand side of (3.11), and Cauchy-Schwarz similarly to the proof
of Theorem 3.6 shows that we obtain a uniform bound on Btu, B\<tu, B2:tu in L2

provided WF£+^+1^ los'r (w) U \yp£'r+^+1/2) log(w) is disjoint from a neighborhood

of WF(,(£o) and WFjfm+1+(m)log,''(lPw) U WF*~m+1'r+(m)log(lPw) is disjoint
from a neighborhood of WF(,(A0). The fact that we only need to exclude the
"extreme" wave front sets, where we either consider maximal logarithmic regularity
but no logarithmic weight or no logarithmic regularity but maximal logarithmic
weight, to control Etu and AtPu relies Lemma 3.3, see in particular (3.4). Lastly,
the term (Ltu,u) is controlled by Proposition 3.4 ((2)) with logarithmic weights,
which gives u e Hb e'r+^+1/2)iog at ^ for ap e > q

Now, bt dominates := loglog<-1~a^(r~1) fora [0,1], see (3.5), in
the sense that bt/b^a' is bounded in S°. On the other hand, b2,t is uniformly elliptic
in the class \j/£+(^+1/2)los near u, but away from r 0. (The seemingly better

term b\,t does not give any control in the limit t -> 0 because b\j —> 0 pointwise
as t -> 0.) A standard functional analytic argument using the weak compactness of
the unit ball in L2, see e.g. [45, Proposition 7 and §9], concludes the proof of the

theorem.

Remark 3.7. In the dilation-invariant (in r; translation-invariant in — log t) setting,
one can prove a result on the propagation of conormal (to X) regularity relative to
b-Sobolev spaces strictly below the threshold regularity using positive commutator
arguments similar to the ones used in [7,31,32]; that is, one can prove iterative

regularity of u under the application of Q e 4^ with principal symbol q vanishing
on bN*X. Such arguments rely on approximate commutation properties, e.g. of the

type that Hpq vanishes quadratically on the unstable manifold £ of L. However, at
the threshold regularity and working with logarithmic regularity, one encounters
the following problem, in the notation of the above proof: The main term of
the commutator, using a commutant of the form äq, arises from differentiating â

along Hp, and provides control of t logarithmic derivatives of Qu, but the term
from differentiating q still has {I + 1/2) logarithmic derivatives and is non-zero in
a punctured neighborhood of L within £, and therefore cannot be controlled by the

main term.
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Requiring stronger commutation properties would easily resolve this issue.

However, we use exact commutation properties in §2.5 for brevity and simplicity.

A. Proof of Lemma 2.6

In this appendix, we will denote by TV the operator TV — V — iQ. in a

neighborhood ro—S < r < r\+8. (Thus, TV is a restriction of the operator called P in
the rest of the paper.) We recall from §2.3 that the complex absorbing operator Q. has

Schwartz kernel supported in 11 x 11, where 11 {ra- < r < r<n,+, x < e'1*-0"1}.
We first place the backwards problem for TV into context: Define Hi,q and Hp

as in (2.13), and let further

Hi,i := {r rx + 8, t* > t*,0};

and let {ro — S < r < rx+S, t* > t*;o} be the domain bounded by H/)0, Hp
and Hi,i. Let us denote Z0i — {r^—8 < r < r\+8} & slice of Qqj of constant t#. A
better way of viewing Wn is as the boundary at infinity of the compactification Œoi
of Œqj at future infinity; see (2.14) for a related construction. Thus, letting r e~'*,
f2oi is the union of and its boundary at future infinity V0i {t 0} x V01.
See Figure 9.

ro X0i ri

H7,0

U

Hoi

HF

Hp.

n CHH

Figure 9. A neighborhood floi of the artificial exterior region ro < < ri, compactified at

infinity, which is a submanifold with corners of the ambient spacetime M. The shaded region U
is the elliptic set of the complex absorbing operator Q.

One can then show using the methods of [36,57] that TV defines a Fredholm map

TV : X£'a -» ys~ha - fl£~1>a(fioi)-'*,

where

Xb^a {u oi)-'* : ys~lA},

for all a e M outside of a discrete set of forbidden weights, where j < 1/2 +
a/Ki, K\ the surface gravity of the Cauchy horizon at r r(The latter comes
from estimates at saddle points for the null-geodesic flow in the b-cotangent bundle,
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see [36, Proposition 2.1].) Here, H^'a(ß0i) '* denotes the space of restrictions

to Î20i °f elements of (see (2.14) for the definition of M) which are

supported in {r0 — 8 < r < r\ + 5}; there are no support restrictions at Hp. Thus,
elements of qj)-'* are supported distributions at Hj,0 U Hpi and extendible
distributions at Hp in the sense of [37, Appendix B],

The discrete set of forbidden weights consists of all a e 1 with are equal to
— Im a for a resonance o e C of TV, i.e. a pole of the meromorphic continuation of

-W(a)-1 : Hs-\X0i)' -> HS(X01)', s < 1/2-Ima/Kl,

where the • indicates distributions with supported character at r ro — 8 and

r r\ + 8. The key step in the proof of meromorphy is that

W(cr) : Xs -> ys~l := Hs~1(XoiY, (A.l)

with Xs {u e HS(Xoi)* : W(ct)w e Vs~1}, is an analytic family of Fredholm

operators for s < 1/2 — Im g/k\, the regularity requirement comes from the radial

point threshold at r r\, see [57, Propositions 2.3 and 2.4], (The space Xs here is

independent of a, since the principal symbol of W(ar) is.) Near a resonance Go, one
can write

ko

^r1 I> - rkA-k + Ao(a), A-ko ± 0, (A.2)
k= 1

where A-k i("> xl/ke)<Pkt> and A0 is holomorphic near cto; the integer ko is
the order of the pole. All Aj, j —k0,..., 0, are bounded maps Vs~l -» Xs. We

may assume that {Vkt}z=i,...,tk and {fkl}i=\,...,tk are both linearly independent sets

for each k 1,... ,k0.

Lemma A.l. Suppose Go is a real resonance. Then in the expansion (A.2), we have

ran A-k C H1^2~°(Xoi)*, and moreover every element in ran A-k has support in

r&.- <r<r\. Thus, all (pkl are of this type. Moreover, all tykl e ^°°(2foi)-

Proof. Let us write W(cr) Ylkj°=o (CT ~ °b)7 W/ + O(o — oo)ko\ we note that

Wj : X1/2-0 -> J/-1/2-0 since one can write

' 4 r ,>o.2m J|o-C7o|=e {o -Go)] + 1

Now, WoA-k0 — 0 implies ran A-ko C ker W(oo), which indeed is a subspace of
H1'2~°(XIoi)*, with its elements satisfying the support condition, since W(cto) is

a hyperbolic (wave-type) differential operator in r < r&- and r > r\ due to the
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spacelike nature of 9f„ there. Suppose now the claim holds for A-k0,..., A-k0+i-i,
i < ko — 1 ; then

l
WoA-ko+e -J2WJA-ko+i-j,

7=1

and the range of the operator on the right lies in //-1/,2_0(Xoi)* (together with
the support condition). Uniqueness for hyperbolic differential operators implies that
the support of elements in rmA-k0+i is contained in < r < r\, and the

propagation of singularities, in particular radial point estimates at r r\, imply that

ran A-ko+e C //1/2~°(X01), as desired.

The last claim follows from the proof of (A.l) being Fredholm: Namely, the

adjoint operator TV (a)* is Fredholm on high regularity spaces, and the regularity
estimates implying this yield that the dual resonant states ifai are all U°° on Z0i
(indeed, one can repeat the above argument for the first part, only now on high
regularity spaces).

For the following consequence of this lemma, we let o\,..., gn be the (finite!)
collection of all real resonances, and we write

kJ,o

TT(cr)
1 T>-a;) k Aj-k + Ajfi{o) near a gj,

k—\

^jk
A j,~k — y^(% tyju)<t>jki,

i=i
and we may assume that for fixed j,k, the tyjkt, £ — are linearly
independent, as are the cfrjki-

Corollary A.2. There exists r'& + (rgj,+ r\) such that the following holds for the

domainV — {r<a;_ < r < r'a +} C Zoi." For all j,k,i, we have supp (pjkiT\V ^ 0,

and moreover supp \js Fl V ^ 0/or all xf G ker TF(cr)* C U°°(Xoi).

Proof. Since there are only finitely many combinations of indices, it suffices to prove
the statement for fixed j,k,t. Now, if the statement was false for fjki for all r'& +,
then <pjki, which we know vanishes for r < r& - and r > r\, in fact vanishes

everywhere except possibly at r r\\ however, since <\>jki G Hx^2~°, it cannot be

a sum of differentiated delta distributions at r — r\, so fjki vanishes identically,
which is absurd.

Next, if xf with TV(ct)*^ 0 vanished in r&- < r < r\, then it would vanish
in particular for r e [r®~, rf), and it would vanish to infinite order at r rj; thus,

by uniqueness for hyperbolic equations, it would have to vanish in r < r0, and by

unique continuation at r r\ (or weighted energy estimates) from the side r > r\,
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where TP (a)* is a wave operator, xf/ would also vanish in r > r\. (See [57, §4]

or [60] for details.)

Thus, replacing r<ni+ by r'& +, we may assume that the supports of all resonant

states <pki, as well as all dual states in the kernel of TP (a)*, have non-empty
intersection with the region

V {ra _ < r < ra!+}.

We will now prove Lemma 2.6 by perturbing S3 by admissible operators Si:

Definition A.3. An operator Si e T^°°(L!oi) is called admissible if its Schwartz

kernel is supported in L x K, and if Si is dilation-invariant in x (translation-invariant
in f*) near r 0, i.e. Si N(Si) near t 0.

Our argument will rely on the stability of the Fredholm theory for TP(ct) under

perturbations, see [57, §2.7] and [33, Appendix A], We recall that the rank of the

pole Oj is defined by

ranko- TP(a)-1 —rtr(/> TP(ct)-13ctTP(<t) do e N,
27ti J\a—<jj\=8

where 5 < minkjtj Wk — &j\- While the resonance at Oj may split up into several

resonances upon perturbing TP to TPe := TP + eSi, with Si admissible and e e C
small, the total rank of all resonances within B&ipj) := (|cr — cr7| < 5}, given

by the integral on the right with TP replaced by TPe, remains constant for small e.

Thus, there are two cases: In the first case, for some small e, the operator TPe has

at least 2 resonances in Bg(cfj), in which case the ranks of all of these resonances
must be strictly less than the rank of the resonance Oj of TP; since the rank is an

integer > 1, cry can at most split up into finitely many resonances. We call Oj an

unstable resonance. In the second case, for any admissible Si and any small e, TPe

has exactly one resonance a7 (e) e Bg(aj), with oy (0) oj, which necessarily has

rank equal to rankCT7 TP(cr)_1. In this case, we call Oj a stable resonance.

By perturbing TP by an admissible Si (and calling the perturbation TP again, by an
abuse of notation), we may therefore assume that all resonances of TP are stable. (We

may have increased the number of real resonances in this process, but their number
is still finite.) Under this assumption, we observe that for a (stable) resonance cry,
and with Oj (e) the perturbed resonance of TP + eSi as above, with Si admissible, we
have

Oj(e) —— tr <£ CTTPe(CT)_130-TPe(CT) da,
2ni rankCTy TP(ct)-1 J\o-oj\=8

which therefore depends analytically on e in a neighborhood of 0.
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Next, we will arrange for the order of a single resonance, say 07, to remain constant
under small perturbations. More precisely, fix any admissible Si, let := TV + eSi,
and denote the perturbed resonance by 07 (e), where aj (0) 07. For fixed 8 > 0, let

Er c C be the largest connected open set containing 0 for which no resonance of TVe

lies on 3B${oj) for any e e Er; in particular, 07(e) e B${oj) for all e Er. We
first claim that there exists a non-empty open subset E'^ C Er such that the order
of Oj{Si, e) is constant for e e E'^. Since the order is bounded above by the rank,
which is constant and finite, this follows once we show that the order of Oj{Si, e)

is an upper semicontinuous function of e; now, if the pole order of We{o)_1 at

o 07 {Si, eo) equals k, then

——7
(f) (o — Oj(Si,e))k~lrWe(o)~1 do ^0 (A.4)

Ijxi J\a—aj\—S

for e eo, and by continuity it will remain non-zero for nearby e; but (A.4) implies
that the pole order at oj {Si, e) is at least k, proving the upper semicontinuity.

Now, let k denote the maximal order of the pole 07 {Si, e) over all admissible Si
and all e Er; again, k is bounded by the rank of the resonance 07, hence

the maximum is attained for some admissible Slo and eo 6 Er, and it is finite.

Replacing TV by TV + e0Sio, we may now assume that for any fixed admissible Si

and any small e e C, the order of the resonance Oj {Si, e) of IV + eSi is equal to k.
We now show how one can choose Si and e so as to ensure Oj {Si, e) fi M: In the

notation of (A.3), let (po '= 4>j,kj 0,i £ ker W{oj), and pick any xj/o e ker W{oj)*.
By the paragraph following Corollary A.2, supp 0o and supp \j/o intersect V non-
trivially, and we can therefore pick an admissible operator Si such that

(tR{oj)(po, Vt)) 7^ 0. (A.5)

This is the central point of the proof and critically relies on the support structure of
resonant and dual states in Corollary A.2.

Now for / {XqiY to be chosen momentarily, define (dropping Si

from the notation, now that it is fixed)

4>{) := <£ (a - oj())k~i'We(o)~1 f do,
Zjtl

which lies in the range of the most singular Laurent coefficient of (cr)_1 at 07 (e),

thus 0(e) ker We(o7 (e)). We choose / such that 0(0) 00. Then, differentiating
the equation TVe(a7 (e))0(e) 0 at e 0 and pairing with 0b yields

0 o'j(0)(3ff3V(oj)0o, 0o) + {Si(oj)(po, 0o) + (W(ct7-)0/(O),0o).

The last term vanishes by assumption on 0o, while the second term is non-zero;
and since 07(e) is analytic near 0, cry (0) is finite. We conclude that a'- (0) must
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be non-zero. Choosing e very small and such that o4(0)e ^ M, we therefore have

dj (e) ^ M, which achieves our goal of perturbing the resonance Oj off the real axis.

Proceeding similarly with the remaining (finitely many) real resonances concludes

the proof of Lemma 2.6.
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